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Abstract. Visibility plays an important role in perception and use of
an urban design, and thus often becomes a target of design analysis.
This work presents a fast method of evaluating various visibility-based
design characteristics, such as isovists or insolation exploiting the GPU
rendering pipeline and compute shaders. The proposed method employs
a two-stage algorithm on each point of interest. First, it projects
the visible space around a vantage point onto an equirectangular map.
Second, it folds the map using a flexibly defined function into a single
value that is associated with the vantage point. Being executed on a grid
of points in a 3D scene, it can be visualized as a heat map or utilized
by another algorithm for further design analysis. The developed system
provides nearly real-time analysis tools for an early-stage design process
to a broad audience via web services.
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1. Introduction
Environment visibility plays an important role in urban design because it strongly
influences citizen experience and behavior (Shriver 1997; Desyllas and Duxbury
2001; A. Natapov, Czamanski, and Fisher-Gewirtzman 2013). Hence, many
existing urban design characteristics use the notion of visible space directly
or indirectly. The most prominent examples are isovists (Benedikt 1979) and
related measures; they allow computing the volume of visible space, maximum
or minimum visibility distance, and other similar metrics to evaluate visibility
characteristics of a design numerically. Another example is the insolation - the
total amount of sunlight reaching a point from the (visible) space around it. Also
a designer may question how much vegetation is visible from a specific point,
what is the ratio of visible sky to visible buildings, etc. All of these examples
have a common feature: the characteristics can be expressed as functions of a
two-dimensional spherical image representing visible space.
The main objective of our work is to provide a fast method of evaluating
various spatial design characteristics, such as visibility or insolation. The key
point of the proposed method is the model we use to describe design characteristics.
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We represent the space visible from a point using the equirectangular projection.
Horizontal and vertical coordinates of the projection correspond to angles in the
spherical coordinate system with the center in the vantage point. This projection
gives a rectangular image that can be easily processed in graphics hardware.
Fragment values in the image are not necessarily colors; each pixel can carry such
information as the distance to a visible point (figure 1-left), the surface normals
(figure 1-right), or the object category (i.e. vegetation or sky). It is possible to
compute a wide range of urban design characteristics by convoluting the image into
a single value using an appropriate kernel function. For example, the minimum
visibility distance can be computed as the minimum depth (distance) value across
all image fragments. Amount of direct sunlight reaching the viewpoint can be
computed as the aggregate of sky brightness taken from a texture file; this approach
was shown to be successful by Schneider et al. (2014). The total solid angle
of visible objects of certain category (i.e. vegetation) can be computed as the
aggregate of the indicator function over the image.
In this paper, we discuss existing approaches to evaluation of various
visibility-based characteristics. Then, we describe our model of the visible
space and show how the model can be represented and computed using graphics
processing units (GPU). We give examples of characteristics that fit the model, and
test several of them on a case study design. We conclude the paper by illustrating
the original use case of the proposed method: a lightweight urban analysis tool
available for workshops and courses online.

Figure 1. An intermediate result of the algorithm - depth and normals components of a rendered
equirectangular image of the visible space. Distance to objects (depth) is encoded in grayscale
(left); XYZ components of normal vectors are encoded in RGB channels of the image (right).

2. Related Work
Space syntax theory developed by Hillier and Hanson (1984) analyses spatial
configurations of designs, districts, and cities; thus, it is tightly bound to the notion
of space visibility. Effects of visibility on social life of a city were investigated in
many theoretical and empirical studies. Desyllas and Duxbury (2001) correlated
pedestrian movement patterns with visibility graphs and space syntax axial maps
on a case study of one London district. A. Natapov and D. Fisher-Gewirtzman
(2013; 2016) studied visibility and its correspondence to pedestrian flows and
attractions in cities. By means of visibility graph analysis (2013) and VR
experiments (2016), they described various effects of visibility on citizen behavior.
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In an empirical study, D. Fisher-Gewirtzman (2017) showed that the volume of
visible space indoor affected the perceived density of small apartments.
First computationally feasible algorithms to evaluate isovist fields and related
metrics were proposed for the case of two-dimensional analysis (Batty 2001).
The work of Schroder et al. (2007) was an early attempt to extend visibility
analysis into the third dimension. They evaluated slopes of lines connecting points
of building basements and roofs; by kriging slopes coefficients, they obtained
visibility maps. Though, the evaluation was quite slow due to high computational
complexity of the algorithm. Fisher-Gewirtzman and Wagner (2006) introduced
the Spacial Opennes Index as the volume of free spaces potentially seen from
a given point and proposed an automated method to evaluate it for simple
geometries by subtracting occluded space volumes. Later, E. Morello and C.
Ratti (2009) proposed a simple algorithm to compute 3D isovists on a 3D voxel
grid. Another work by Fisher-Gewirtzman, Shashkov, and Doytsher (2013)
developed a sophisticated algorithm to improve performance of their voxel-based
approach, though it was limited to box-like plain geometry. A recent study by
Golub, Doytsher, and Fisher-Gewirtzman (2017) advanced this method to work
on arbitrary geometry and further improved its performance. W. Suleiman et
al. (2013) and A. Kolstova et al. (2013) evaluated 3D isovist per-point using ray
tracing techniques. Both approaches, voxel based evaluation and ray tracing can
benefit from GPU hardware acceleration if implemented efficiently, however, they
are still not fast enough to perform in (near) real time.
Approximate solar analysis is another use-case for the proposed
visibility-based model.
Conventional methods of solar analysis use ray
tracing techniques to calculate the amount of direct or indirect sunlight reaching a
particular point (Ward 1994; Jakubiec and Reinhart 2011). However, we focus on
a case when the correctness of simulation is not critical, but the speed of evaluation
is important. For example, in early design stages, if a designer wants to experiment
with various spatial configurations, it is desirable to provide approximate results
in a real-time interactive manner. Schneider et al. (2014) proposed an alternative
fast method to estimate solar related performance of a design. They used the
standard GPU rendering pipeline to render a design geometry surrounded by
a sphere with a sky texture into a cube map. An equirectangular sky texture
mapped onto the sphere represented the sky illuminance; the design geometry
was placed fully inside the sphere and occluded parts of the sky providing a good
approximation to the sunlight exposure of the vantage point. Being inspired by
this idea, we extend and generalize this approach: we adapt the GPU pipeline to
render the equirectangular map and allow evaluating any characteristics that can
be expressed in terms of a function of the visible space.
3. Model
The key for the proposed approach is the representation of the space visible at a
vantage point. We use the equirectangular mapping to project all visible objects
onto a two-dimensional rectangular image. Folding such an image gives a desired
quantitative characteristic for a given vantage point.
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Evaluating projection The equirectangular projection is one of the simplest
and the oldest known ways to map coordinates on a sphere onto a rectangular
coordinate system. In fact, it was used for earth maps since ancient times (Snyder
1997). The idea of the projection is to simply use angles of the spherical coordinate
system as horizontal and vertical axes of the projected rectangular image. That is,
define P0 ∈ R3 is the vantage point, P is an observed point, p = P − P0 is the
position of an observed point relative to the vantage point in Cartesian coordinates;
then we use the spherical coordinate system defined as follows:
√
ρ = ||p|| = x2p + yp2 + zp2
(1)
ϕ = atan2(yp , xp )
zp
θ = arccos ρ
Here, ρ ≥ 0 is the distance from the origin (vantage point), ϕ ∈ [−π, π] is
the azimuthal angle, θ ∈ [0, π] is the inclination (polar angle). The angles
ϕ and θ are used as horizontal and vertical axes of the projection respectively.
In section “Implementation”, we briefly describe how to use the standard GPU
rendering pipeline to render this projection. The set of possible values of
parameters ϕ and θ forms a unit sphere in 3D space, which is usually depicted as
S 2 . Using these coordinates and other properties of geometry within the rendering
pipeline gives access to the following attributes of visible object fragments:
• p :: S 2 → R3 is the boundary point position with the origin in P0 ; represented
as a regular 3D vector;
• ρ :: S 2 → [0, ∞) is the distance to p, represented as a single real number;
• n :: S 2 → S 2 is the surface normal’s direction at p if the point belongs to an
obstacle, and the zero vector otherwise; represented as a regular 3D vector;
• c :: S 2 → Rk is the attribute vector at p if the point belongs to an obstacle, and
the zero vector otherwise.

These attributes are defined for each vertex of a polygonal geometry. Being
interpolated by hardware, they allow us to extract various useful information
regarding the geometry and the vantage point. For example, one can render
distance ρ to visible objects into the projected equirectangular image; finding
minimum or maximum value in the image gives the distance to the closest of the
farthest object visible from the view point, which can be used as an isovist-related
measure for the view point. A greater flexibility can be added by setting the custom
parameter set c. For instance, assume we can assign an integer value to each object
in the scene that categorizes the object type, e.g. sky (as a default value for an
absence of objects), vegetation, buildings, roads, etc. Then, render values of c
into the projection image and count the number of pixels of each type. The result
is the fraction of the visible space occupied by certain types of objects.
Folding projection After the projection of the visible space is rendered, the
second step is to fold the rendered image into a single value (or a small fixed-size
vector). Usually, this is done either via integration or via search of global minimum
or maximum. The latter is described by a simple search of min/max target values
over parameter values ϕ and θ, whereas the former requires some corrections due
to distortion of rendered objects caused by the equirectangular projection. In fact,
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the spherical angle covered by a pixel on an image is different for different values
of angle θ (y-axis of the image). Formally, the primitive spherical angle in the
spherical coordinate system is defined as dSρ=1 = sin θdϕdθ. Hence, we can fold
the projected value over the unit sphere as follows:
∫ π ∫ π
R=
g(ϕ, θ, ρ, p, n, c)sin θdϕdθ.
(2)
θ=0 ϕ=−π

Here, g(ϕ, θ, ρ, p, n, c) is an arbitrary user-defined function. For instance,
g(ϕ, θ, ρ, p, n, c) = ρ3 /3 describes the volume of the visible space. There are
couple issues with this formula. First, most of functions depending on distance
to objects become infinite at the infinite distance. This makes the integral in
formula 2 diverge. To overcome this problem, we introduce the maximum possible
distance ρmax , assume the view is bounded by a ball with radius ρmax , and render
no objects beyond that distance. Second, the presented approach folds values
of function g over the whole unit sphere S 2 , which includes the points below
the horizon. This is not convenient when the geometry of ground surface is not
included into the scene (distance ρ for angles θ > π/2 below the horizon is
calculated incorrectly) or when the algorithm searches for the minimum distance
(which is zero for all points on the ground). To address this problem, one can
decide whether to fold the whole image (θ ∈ [0, π]), or its upper half only
(θ ∈ [0, π/2]).
To let the algorithm evaluate formula 2, we need to approximate the integrals.
Define n as the height of the projected image in pixels, and 2n as its width. We
can replace integrals by summation using the first-degree open Newton-Cotes
formulae to get the numeric approximation:
2n−1n−1
(
)
π2 ∑ ∑
g(ϕi , θj , ρij , pij , nij , cij )sin θj =R + O n−1 .
(3)
R= 2
n i=0 j=0
Here, ϕi = (i + 0.5)π/n and θj = (j + 0.5)π/n, the rest of attributes are stored
in the corresponding rendered images at pixel positions i, j . Assuming the values
of g are bounded, the error of the approximation can be controlled by changing the
image resolution.
4. Implementation
As discussed in section “Model”, to evaluate a visibility-based characteristic of
the design at the given vantage point, we propose to render the visible space into
an equirectangular map and fold the map into a single value. In this section we
briefly explain an approach to render and fold the projection using the standard
GPU rendering pipeline and compute shaders.
The standard GPU rendering pipeline is an efficient way to draw 3D geometry
in real time. It lets graphics hardware draw geometric objects via multiple-stage
primitive and vertex processing and rasterization routines. The pipeline uses linear
interpolation to obtain surface parameter values during the rasterization stage. This
is a problem in our case, because the equirectangular mapping is not linear (e.g.
lines in 3D space become curved in the projection). In the following, we outline
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the steps required to control the distortion error.
Vulkan Rendering Pipeline starts with the vertex shader. At this stage, the
algorithm just translates vertex coordinates such that the origin is at the vantage
point. Then, groups of processed vertices are passed to the tessellation stage. In
this stage, the algorithm controls the angular sizes of the rendered objects to reduce
the magnitude of distortions happening in the rasterization stage due to the linear
interpolation of fragment positions. In the end of the vertex processing phase, the
geometry shader is used to modify any existing geometry. It is the last resort to
change the geometry before entering the vertex post-processing stage, in which
the data is processed for rasterization. In our case, the geometry shader performs
the spherical projection of 3D point positions using formula 1. The rendering
pipeline allows to process every fragment (pixel) after the rasterization stage in the
fragment shader. We use the fragment shader to render several layers of specified
variables into multiple image buffers. After rendering completes, we pass these
buffers to the compute shader.
The presented two-step rendering-folding algorithm runs for each point
of interest. In practice, we define a regular grid to obtain a heatmap-style
visualization of a desired characteristic for the whole design. The folding function
g and other parameters can be defined at the run time of the program, allowing
users to develop and test new design characteristics.
5. Examples
In the following, we present several examples of visibility-based characteristics
that can be efficiently computed using our method. Note, all formulae involving
ρij are bounded by the maximum visibility distance.
isovist-volume The volume of the space visible from the vantage point can be
computed as follows:
2n−1n−1
π2 ∑ ∑ 3
ρ sin θj .
(4)
Riv = 2
3n i=0 j=0 ij
isovist-minradial The distance to the closest object is equal to the minimum value
in the rendered depth buffer:
Ri min r =

min

min

i∈[0..2n−1] j∈[0..⌊0.5n⌋]

ρij .

(5)

Note, we search the upper half of the rendered map only. This way we do not take
into account the distance from the vantage point to the ground.
isovist-maxradial One can compute the distance to the farthest object in the
similar manner as the distance to the closest object. However, it is clear that the
maximum of the depth buffer is always equal to the maximum visibility distance
for vantage points under the open sky, which makes the characteristic useless. An
alternative definition seems more useful in practice:
Ri max r =

max

min

i∈[0..2n−1] j∈[0..⌊0.5n⌋]

ρij .

(6)

Here, we find the minimum along vertical axis and then the maximum along the
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row of results.
isovist-area Another example is the area of the ground surface visible from the
point. The following formula calculates the area tweaked to take objects above the
viewing point into account:
2n−1
π ∑
min
ρ2 .
(7)
Ria =
2n i=0 j∈[0..⌊0.5n⌋] ij
direct-sunlight Using a sky lighting model (e.g. Freac-X, 2017), it is possible
to generate a sky map (texture) for a particular geographic location. Commonly,
a sky texture uses equirectangular map format. Sampling such a texture in the
folding phase, one can calculate the direct sunlight exposure at the vantage point:
2n−1n−1
π2 ∑ ∑
1[ρ ≥ρ ] sij sin θj .
(8)
Rds = 2
n i=0 j=0 ij max
Here, sij is the sample of the sky illuminance texture. Figure 2 shows an
intermediate result of the algorithm evaluating this model for a single point.
Ignoring all secondary lighting effects, we assume the geometry blocks the
sunlight; the remaining bright points corresponding to the visible portion of the
sky are accumulated to the total luminance value.

Figure 2. An intermediate result of direct-sunlight evaluation - HDRI texture of the sky is
occluded by buildings rendered in black.

sky-ratio Another characteristic that is simple to compute using the proposed
method is the fraction of the sky not being occluded by any objects. This equals
to 1 for a scene with no obstacles, and equals to 0 for any interior point:
Rsr

2n−1⌊0.5n⌋
π ∑ ∑
1[ρij ≥ρmax ] sin θj .
= 2
2n i=0 j=0

(9)

6. Case study and discussion
We implemented the proposed algorithm as a computational service for qua-kit
platform (Chirkin and Koenig 2017). Qua-kit is an on-line tool for a collaborative
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work and sharing of urban designs. It allows to manipulate 3D geometry and
run analysis tools provided as services via a simple web interface in a browser.
Figures 3 and 4 show results of analysis performed on two case study scenarios.
We selected three of the example functions described in section “Examples”:
isovist-minradial, isovist-area, and isovist-skyratio. The first, smaller scenario
was located in Cape Town suburbs; the geometry consisted of approximately 1000
triangles. The second, bigger scenario was located in Singapore; its geometry
consisted of approximately 10000 triangles. In both cases, the evaluation grid was
quite dense and contained approximately 10000 and 70000 analysis points in the
two cases respectively. The evaluation services ran on a computer with NVidia
GTX 980 Ti GPU. In the case of the larger scenario (Singapore), the average
execution time was approximately 10 seconds; in the case of the smaller scenario
(Cape Town), the average execution time was always smaller than a second and
was subsumed by the data transfer and JavaScript parsing time of the web viewer.
In all cases, the algorithm produced 128 × 64 pixel images of the visible space as
a rendering step of the evaluation.

Figure 3. Running visibility-based analysis of a scenario via qua-kit; left - isovist-minradial;
middle - isovist-area; right - isovist-skyratio. Scenario consists of approximately 1000
triangles; analysis of approximately 10000 points takes less than a second.

Figure 4. Running visibility-based analysis of a scenario via qua-kit; left - isovist-minradial;
middle - isovist-area; right - isovist-skyratio. Scenario consists of approximately 10000
triangles; analysis of approximately 70000 points takes 10 seconds on average.

The proposed algorithm is based on the same idea and similar techniques as the
work on the solar analysis by Schneider et al. (2014). However, they have some
notable differences besides the obvious fact of approach generalization. First, we
use equirectangular maps instead of cube maps as the visible space projections;
this choice makes the rendering stage a bit more complicated, but allows more
straightforward interpretation and usage at the folding stage. Second, the reference
approach uses OpenGL for rendering and OpenCL for folding, whereas we use
the modern Vulkan API rendering and compute shaders. As a result, the proposed
implementation saves hardware resources on memory transfers and can run in a
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windowless environment (i.e. on server). For similar image resolution, geometry,
and number of points, the evaluation speed reduces by approximately 5-20 times,
depending on various execution parameters.
Summarizing the implementation discussion, we suggest that the high
computational speed and the flexibility of the developed program makes it useful
for providing analysis tools to an audience broader than architect and designer
professionals only. Experiments show that the evaluation time is short enough
to not interrupt the design workflow. Being deployed on a server and published
via a web interface, the service can be used in design workshops or on-line
courses promoting the idea of Citizen Design Science (Mueller et al. 2018);
non-professional participants usually do not have access to enterprise architectural
or design software, but need some assistance to make informed decisions. On the
other hand, the program can be used to provide intermediate results for further
automated analysis and optimization (Miao et al. 2017). The execution speed is
especially important for design optimization because of the need to run the analysis
multiple times for changing design configurations.
7. Conclusion
In the presented work, we showed that the standard GPU rendering pipeline could
be programmed to solve a wide range of tasks in urban design analysis. This is
important, because GPU rendering is incredibly advanced technology driven by
high commercial demand of computer graphics industry. Graphics processing
hardware is designed to render complex virtual scenes in real-time. Adaptation
of such technology enables high-performance analysis while reducing the cost of
algorithm development and fine-tuning.
We assume that the ability to perform analysis fast is crucial on early design
stages or in an educational setting. Then, a user (designer or student) can try
various spatial configurations and get an immediate feedback on certain aspects of
design performance. In particular, the developed program is useful as an analysis
service for qua-kit web platform: it lets a wide range of users learn basics of urban
design or experiment with their designs in a simple and intuitive way.
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